Let What Should We Do?! guide you through the best of Frieze New York, the contemporary
art fair taking over Randall’s Island Friday, May 5 through Sunday, May 7. We’ve got a list of
fair’s must-see galleries and artists from Andrea Glimcher, the founder of Hyphen, an arts
management firm specializing in advising artists, estates, and collectors. And our own editor
Jess Bender walks us through her first time at Frieze New York. Read on for our favorite
restaurants and bars and find out what else you should do in NYC during Frieze weekend.
Like what you see? Our experience planners are waiting to book your tables and hotel rooms
and plan your theater and museum visits. Just get in touch. If you aren’t a What Should We
Do?! member, this is a perfect time to join: We’re offering a special limited-edition Frieze
package that includes a free month of What Should We Do?! service, admission and
transportation to Frieze, and more to help you make the most of your weekend—and
experience the best of New York City. Use coupon code FRIEZE.
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With so much at your disposal at Frieze New York, wandering through an amalgam of
exhibitions can be an intimidating process. That’s why we enlisted the help of one of the art
world’s biggest names, Andrea Glimcher. The former Pace Gallery director and current head of
art consulting company Hyphen has made quite a name for herself through the years by
working with the top art dealers and galleries. And while even Glimcher confesses that
narrowing down the long list of Frieze must-sees is a difficult feat, she’s managed to give us
her personal recommendations of the five best booths you cannot miss at this year’s edition.

With more than 200 participating galleries on view, there’s no shortage of significant
presentations to discover around every corner. You can expect extraordinary pieces at wellknown dealers such as Almine Rech (booth C9), Blum & Poe (booth C59), and Paul
Kasmin (booth C17). Lévy Gorvy (booth B49) will be a great station to make a beeline for if
you’re interested in seeing the artistic marriage of two of the most powerful professionals in
the art world; the gallery made headlines late last year when it was announced that dealer
Dominique Lévy was partnering up with Christie’s prominent auction broker, Brett Gorvy.
“Those are two people who have access to great material that is historic in nature,” says
Glimcher, noting their devotion to highlighting explicit works from the second half of the 20th
century to the present, including a new painting by Pat Steir.
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Glimcher also mentions a number of themed exhibitions at this year’s Frieze. Galeria Luisa
Strina (booth C14) will be dedicating its entire booth to Latin and South American artists,
including the artwork of Brazilian artist Lygia Pape, who was a prominent figure in the
evolution of Expressive Abstract art. Salon 94 (booth B17) directly alludes to our current
political climate and comments on issues like race and gender equality with its presentation of
three internationally renowned female artists: Huma Bhabha, Francesca DiMattio, and Katy
Grannan. Keith Sonnier (whom you will find at Pace Gallery) focuses on light and color with his
innovative neon sculptures, which have earned him critical acclaim.
One booth Glimcher pleads visitors not to pass up is that of Thaddaeus Ropac (C38). The
Austrian gallerist has been on the international contemporary art scene since 1983 when he
opened his self-titled gallery. He has been gearing up for the opening of his new space in
London, so there’s a lot of excitement around what we’ll see in NYC. Glimcher tells us he’s
bringing a work by Robert Rauschenberg, an American artist who challenged boundaries and
greatly influenced the Neo-Dada movement. “Any Rauschenberg is something to see,” says
Glimcher, who also highly suggests that fans of his paintings visit MoMA’s “Robert
Rauschenberg: Among Friends” retrospective at the end of May. We also hear that Ropac will
be showing artwork by influential German artist Georg Baselitz.
If you love a good sneak peek as much as I do, make a mental note to check out the Hauser &
Wirth booth (B7), where Brooklyn artist Lorna Simpson is set to debut new paintings and
sculptures before they’re shown at the gallery in Chelsea. Frieze will also feature a number of

artists who will be showing at the next La Biennale di Venezia, including Anri Sala’s “Bridges
in the Doldrums,” as well as Carol Bove, Geta Brătescu, and Samson Young.
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Frieze has also been known for featuring fresh, young talent who are on the verge of making
major waves in the art world. Adam Pendelton, a conceptual “boundary pushing” artist praised
by Glimcher for his creative multimedium work, is preparing a special project that will combine
performance and experimental set design. He has invited esteemed mezzo-soprano Alicia Hall
Moran to sing in a space that he’s completely transformed—from every piece of furniture to the
adornments on the walls. Make sure to hear the nuances of Moran’s voice in correlation to the
environment Pendleton has created, in addition to observing the booth simply as a stand-alone
work of art. Another person to look out for is Eva LeWitt—as in the famed painter Sol LeWitt’s
daughter—who is working with industrial materials and their physical components to create a
large-scale wall installation for her solo exhibit. Don’t be fooled; she has earned her spot in the
big leagues all on her own, thanks in large part to her precision and ability to depict compelling
narratives with only rubber, acetate, and vinyl.
Glimcher leaves us with a piece of advice on how to navigate Frieze: “I suggest approaching
the art fair like you would a magazine. You’re opening up the magazine and you don’t know
necessarily what you might find. Just take the time to walk through and take it all in.” I don’t
know about you, but I’m ready to flip through some pages.
Before you head to Frieze New York, consider joining What Should We Do. We are offering a
limited-edition Frieze package with an exclusive guided tour of the fair, admission and
transportation to Randall’s Island, and a month of planning service. Use coupon code FRIEZE at
checkout.
https://www.whatshouldwedo.com/guide-to-frieze-new-york-2017/

